Tourists

In a city whose streets are nameless, a
scholar searches for an ancient sword The
manuscript is more than one thousand
years old. Written in a forgotten tongue of
the Near East, it gives directions to a place
across the desert where the mythic Jewel
King hid his famous sword. When Dr.
Mitchell Parmenter discovers the sheaf of
faded pages, he knows that if it is
authentic, it is one of the greatest
anthropological finds of the century. For
the sake of his research, he uproots his
family and moves them to Amazan ancient
land whose mysteries are as endless as the
desert itself. An earthquake struck Amaz
some years back, and the citys nameless
streets still seem to move in the night. As
Parmenter delves into the story of this
fabulous relic, his family uncovers other
mysteries, exploring Amaz in search of
answers to questions no traveler was meant
to ask.

Definition of tourist - a person who is travelling or visiting a place for pleasure, a member of a touring sports
team.Tourism in China is a significant industry. The rate of tourism has greatly expanded over the last few decades since
the beginning of reform and opening.Tanzania is a country with many tourist attractions. Approximately 38 percent of
Tanzanias land area is set aside in protected areas for conservation. There areTourism in Tunisia is an industry that
generates around 7 million arrivals per year, which makes the country among the ones that attract the most tourists in
AfricaTOURISTS is a resort inspired by the classic American roadside motor lodge, set on the banks of the Hoosic
River in the Berkshires city of North Adams.Tourism in Turkey is focused largely on a variety of historical sites, and on
seaside resorts along its Aegean and Mediterranean Sea coasts. Turkey has alsoTourist definition, a person who is
traveling, especially for pleasure. See more.This page provides Historical Statistics about Visitors to Japan from
Overseas. The Japan-bound Statistics data can be downloaded.Tourism is a major economic contributor to the Kingdom
of Thailand. Tourism can be seen as a positive and negative industry for countries. Estimates of tourismTourism is one
of the leading sources of income, crucial to Egypts economy. At its peak in 2010 the sector employed about 12% of
Egypts workforce servingTourism in Israel is one of Israels major sources of income, with a record 3.6 million tourist
arrivals in 2017, yielding a 25 percent growth since 2016 and
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